
Frontend Developer with two years of experience in software development at a startup. As a
self-taught frontend developer, I was invited by the startup founder to join the team of
programmers. While taking on my responsibilities, I expanded my frontend skills by working
with frameworks such as Next.js, Gatsby, and gained a solid foundation in backend
development. My rich experience in a rapidly changing environment allowed me to become an
independent and confident programmer in a very short amount of time. My goal is to further
expand my knowledge of modern web technologies by working on diverse projects.
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Full Stack Developer (MERN)

Company, remote

Responsibilities:
Building and maintaining dashboards on the frontend using: React (CRA),
Next.js, Gatsby, Redux, GraphQL
Maintaining and developing the company's Next.js and Gatsby websites
Designing and implementing forms using: react-hook-form
Creating simple recommendation systems on the backend and frontend:
MongoDB, mocha, Next.js
Supporting the business by proposing business ideas and technical
solutions.

 
Achievements:

Over a period of one year, with a team of six, created a system supporting
job search, visited by over 75,000 candidates and a job board containing
over 8,000 positions
Received recognition for participation in the ESOP (Employer Stock
Ownership Plan) program due to a proactive attitude and commitment.
Designed and implemented a feature that streamlined user profile
completion.
Participated in designing, implementing, deploying, and maintaining 70%
of the application's presentation layer.

 
Technologies Used:
React, Next.js, Gatsby, Redux, styled-components, Tailwind, GraphQL,
Node.js, Express, Apollo Server, MongoDB, Mocha.

Boss

Founder, Company

555666777

email: 
example@example.io
 
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/user/
 

2008-09  
- 2011-06

XXV Liceum Ogólnokształcące im. Stefana Żeromskiego w
Krakowie, Kraków

Adam
Kowalski
Frontend Developer

Personal Info

Email
example@example.com

Phone
444555666

GitHub
https://github.com/kowalsky

LinkedIn
https://linkedin.com/in/software-
developer

Skills

Languages

React, Next.js, Gatsby, Redux,
JavaScript, TypeScript, CSS,
GraphQL, Mocha, Jest, GIT

English B1/B2


